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The figures in the margin indicate full marks
^  for the questions

alternatives :

(a) Set of states Is caUed
flj parameter

(a) sample space
(Hi) state space

None of the above
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(b)

(c)
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( 2 )

Higher transition probabilities can be
computed by

(i) spectral decomposition method
(li) Chapman-Kolmogorov equation
(Hi) generating function method
(Hj) AU of the above

]^ich of me foUowing statements is
not correct?

(i) An absorbing state is recurrent.
(H) An ergodic state is recurrent.
(iu) Recurrent state is periodic.
(iv) An absorbing state is aperiodic.

o^rpr
{JV(t),t>0} has a/an
(i) negative exponential distribution
(li) Poisson distribution
(Hi) gamma distribution
(w) exponential distribution

(^) Ml Mil: „ model follows
(i) geometric distribution
fii) exponential distribution

(iii) Poisson distribution
(11^) negative exponential distribution

(Continm

(d)



( 3 )

(c)

id)

following questions in brief :
2. Answer the touowu g m 2^5=10

^^vamnles of continuous-

Sme tocrete state space stochastic
process.

n,> Distinguish between irreducible and
reducible Markov chains.

Define transient and persistent states.
State the characteristics of Yule-Funy
process.

^ . •« the rationale behind the studyrrUdJ-state behaviour.

,  bivariate probabiUly generating(a) Define biv properties of
function, wn function,
bivariate pr BemoulU trials
consider a ^e ^
with probability ber of failures
that X denotes the ̂  ^preceding the
denotes th
foUowing tn^ success. The
precedmg the number of
sum + hL the second success.
failures x + Y is
Show that p.g-1

1+2+4=7

^"yx-sq)
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( 4 )

Or

(b) Define stochastic process and
write down, its significance in
Statistics. Consider the process

- Acoscot+Bsincot, where A and B
are uncorrelated r.v.'s each with
mean 0 and variance 1, and co is
a positive constant. Is the process
coyariance stationary? 1+2+4=7

foUowing questions from the
7x2=14

(a) Consider a Markov chain {X n>Ol
with states 0 and 1 having t"p.m ^

0  1

^n-1 a-c)p ^
1U1-C)(1-P) (l-c)p + c

0<P<l,OscSl
With initial distribution

^'■^o=l>=Pi=i-p{jt^^Oj
Show that

'=°T<^'.-fc.^n}=C^forO<c<l
22P/19
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(b)

{ 5 )

rnmoute the stationary distribution ofCompute ui

Markov chain
S = {0,1,2} and t.p.m.

(c)

P =

0

X
3

a
3

a
3

0

X
3

^ 4. <?tates of an irreducibleShow that th infinite) are
i.e., either transient orof same typ . „>o} be a Markov

transition matrix
a 0 0

f =

3

0

0

0

0

1
2

X
2

0

0

1.
2

« the nature of the states
die theorem of MarkovState the ergo^ ^ three-state Markov

chain. <;-a2,3} and initial
chain with 0.1] anddistribution I ^

•-01 0-5 0-4
0-6 0-2 0-2
0-3 0-4 0-3

3+4=7
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( 6 )

Compute

(i) P(Xi=3)

m p(X3 =1/^1 =2)

M^kovTh^^ the
2+3+2=7

and N[t + S) is
t + sj 2+5=7

Or

"' ZS:'" »'
7

«

"■ S™' tr x™""
°t queuing WHcations

1+3+3=7
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( 7 )

Or

(b) In the case of (M / M/1)-. (N/FCFS)
queuing model, derive the steady-state
probabUity distribution and obtain the
expressions for

(i) expected number of customers in
the system;

(ii) expected number of customers in
the queue.
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